
Profile 
Senior full-stack developer and software architect with over 12 years of business 
experience in agile teams (SCRUM, XP). Dedicated and committed to guiding 
and contributing to technical teams and delivering robust solutions using 
modern technologies such as PHP, .NET (C#), JavaScript, and iOS (Swift and 
Objective-C). Well used to be given a great deal of responsibility and managing 
projects from a technical perspective. 

Experience 
Consultant assignment, GK Värmdö, Stockholm, Sweden — 2015 
Created a flexible time reporting tool as a charity project for a gymnastic 
organization using Django, Python and simple Bootstrap HTML. 

Environments: 
Python, Django, Bootstrap, JavaScript  

Consultant assignment, Isotop, Stockholm, Sweden — 2014-2105 
Developed a new e-commerce web site for the phone service provider 3 in 
Denmark. Was part of SCRUM team of 4-7 people and assisted in designing 
and implementing a scalable solution based on EPiServer and .NET. I coded a 
big part of both backend and frontend and was responsible of introducing new 
developers to the project. The project was much focused on usability on mobile 
platforms (mobile first) and a down-scaled checkout process. Business rules 
had to be rethought and simplified. 

Environments: 
C#, .NET, EPiServer CMS 7.5, RavenDB, SQL Server 2014, Windows Server 
2012, StructureMap, RabbitMQ, service bus, TeamCity, Octopus Deploy, 
BackboneJS, GruntJS, Handlebars, Less, NodeJS, Subversion, DIBS Payment 

Consultant assignment, Wonderwall, Stockholm, Sweden — 2014-2015 
Built a new e-commerce web site for an art retailer in Sweden. As the sole 
developer of the project I planned and implemented the work of a new solution 
using WooCommerce and Wordpress. Apart from the web shop I also 
developed a royalty tool to calculate the earnings for each artist.  

Environments: 
PHP, Wordpress, WooCommerce, Apache, Linux, Git, MySQL, Dibs Payment 
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Employee, Isotop, Stockholm, Sweden — 2010-2014 
Isotop is a technical digital agency where I was recruited as a senior developer. I 
played a big part in many large projects. I was mostly given the responsibility to 
lead teams from a technical point of view and to communicate the technical 
aspects in projects with the customers. During my four years at Isotop I grew 
much stronger at planning and designing and was also introduced to many new 
technologies. 

Examples of projects: 

Nobia - Europe’s leading kitchen specialist 
Environments: .NET, JS, EPiServer  

SOS Barnbyar - Swedish SOS Children’s Villages 
Environments: PHP, JS, Amazon cloud services, e-commerce 
 
Svenska Turistföreningen - Accommodation provider in Sweden 
Environments:.NET, PHP, JS, EPiServer  
 
Sveriges Radio - Sweden's national publicly funded radio broadcaster 
Environments: iOS, Objective-C 

Consultant assignment, Handelsbanken, Stockholm, Sweden — 
2009-2010 
Developed internal banking tools for one of the major Swedish banks 
using .NET. Also implemented index rate tools for the capital market section. 

Environments: .NET, EPiServer, Windows Forms 

Consultant assignment, Sportnik, Stockholm, Sweden — 2009 
Sportnik is a sports community and team administration site built on PHP and 
Zend Framework. In a team of 3-4 people I worked as the sole developer 
implementing new features such as a time reporting tool and a calendar system 
but also bug fixes and other maintenance.  

Environments: 
PHP, Zend Framework, Git 

Consultant assignment, Streamio, Stockholm, Sweden — 2009 
Streamio is video publishing service. I was given the task to develop a dynamic 
statistics tool that quickly could generate reports from giant amounts of data.  

Environments: 
.NET, MySQL 



Consultant assignment, Motorola, Turin, Italy — 2008 
As a sub contractor for Symbian, London, I was hired as a software integration 
specialist and worked in the integration team in Turin helping out pushing out 
new baselines and assisting the team with testing and debugging.  

Environments: C++, Symbian Tools, Perl 

Consultant assignment, Sony Ericsson, Stockholm, Sweden — 2006-2008 
Worked as a software integrator with the team in Stockholm with testing and 
debugging. Initiated the team’s first automatic test suite. 

Environments: C++, Symbian Tools, Perl 

Employee, Blocket, Stockholm, Sweden — 2006 
Sweden’s biggest buy and sales-market. Wrote my thesis work about indexing 
algorithms and developed a static mirror site generator. Also worked with the 
normal development team using extreme programming. 

Environments: PHP, C, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Linux 

Education 
Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) — Bachelor of Science in Engineering, 
Degree Programme in Computer Science,  2006  

Hawaii Pacific University (HPU) — Abroad program, 2003 
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